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Defining external validity
• The concept dates back to at least Campbell (1957)
• Rachael talked about extrapolation error arising from different values of the same estimand
across contexts
•

Ex. the underlying Average Treatment Effects of microcredit expansions differ

• We may want to make adjustments before attempting to generalize. For example:
•

Reweight subgroup Average Treatment Effects (CATEs) in reference context to match
distribution of subgroups in target context (e.g. Hotz, Imbens, and Mortimer (2005))

•

Similarly, used a mixed model (e.g. Vivalt (2015))

•

Interpret differences in contexts through the lens of an economic model

This module: a “big tent” definition
External validity can be established for:
1. One or more reference contexts (times/places)
2. One target context
Through
1. A method for using the reference context to predict a feature of the target context,
2. A measure of performance
This is distinct from another meta-analytical goal of quantitatively characterizing data from a set
of studies
• I call this the “quantitative literature review” perspective
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Setup

• Abstracting from sampling
• C different contexts, indexed by c ∈ {1, . . . , C}
• Individual i belongs to a context c

Treatments
• Binary treatments in each c
•

Tic = 0: untreated

•

Tic = 1: treated

• Potential outcomes framework
•

Y0ic : untreated outcome

•

Y1ic : treated outcome
Yic = Tic Y1ic + (1 − Tic )Y0ic

External validity

• Two sets of contexts, indexed by Dc
• 0: reference contexts included in the meta-analysis
• 1: target context, not included in meta-analysis

Through
1. A method for using the reference context data to predict a feature of the target context.
Assume:
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1] = E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0]
2. A measure of performance
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1. A method for using the reference context data to predict a feature of the target context.
Assume:
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1] = E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0]
2. A measure of performance
External validity fails if E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1] 6= E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0]
So,
• External validity fails if individual treatment effects Y1ic − Y0ic are not mean-independent of
the indicator for inclusion in the meta-analysis.
• Inclusion criteria are an important feature of a meta-analysis if the goal is external validity
as defined above
• One inclusion/screening criterion: observational studies may not identify E[Y1ic − Y0ic |c] so
exclude them

Site Selection Bias

• Now Dic is an indicator for belonging to a site where an RCT of Tic was conducted
• If a context’s having a partner organization willing and able to conduct an RCT is related to
the context Average Treatment Effect, external validity will fail
• Allcott (2015) calls this Site Selection Bias

Examples of Site Selection Bias

• “Gold plating”: organizations agree to conduct an RCT if they have a particularly good
program
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1] > E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0]
• “Substitution bias”: locations with the capacity to conduct RCTs have many social
programs in place, supporting untreated outcomes
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1] < E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0]
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An alternative method

Perhaps our earlier method relied on an uncomfortably strong assumption. Instead, attempt to
acheive external validity through the following.
1. method for using the reference context to predict a feature of the target context. Assume:
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1, Xic ] = E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0, Xic ]
2. and measure of performance
External validity fails if E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1, Xic ] 6= E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0, Xic ]

Allcott (2015) assesses this performance of this method

• Tic denotes receipt of an Opower Home Energy Report
• Key features
• Neighbor Comparison Module comparing household’s energy use to its 100
geographically nearest neighbors in similar house sizes
•

The Action Steps Module including energy conservation tips targeted to the household
based on its historical energy use patterns and observed characteristics.

This is a best case scenario for assessing this version of
external validity

• Almost no treatment heterogeneity
• What there is (frequency of report mailing) can easily be modeled
• Sample sizes are very large

• Difference between predicted and measured ATEs for later 101 sites significant with
p-values < .0001

Takeaways

• Looks like gold-plating
• We can argue about the importance of the magnitude
• But remember this case is idealized due to low treatment heterogeneity
• So the paper is best thought of as a counterexample
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For external validity: new methods

• Maybe methods based on assuming
E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 1, Xic ] = E[Y1ic − Y0ic |Dic = 0, Xic ]
don’t perform well
• Unobserved heterogeneity relevant for treatment effects remains
• Even when considering individuals with the same x

For external validity: new methods
• Gechter (2016): later today, use differences in F (Y0ic |Xic ) across reference and target to
bound ATE in target context
• Andrews and Oster (2017): sensitivity analysis benchmarked to observed differences
between reference and target
• Kowalski (2016) and related papers: linear marginal treatment effect-based extrapolation in
settings with imperfect compliance
• Gechter and Meager (2018) (in progress): estimate site selection bias, use estimates to
correct for internal selection bias in observational studies
• Attanasio, Meghir, and Szekely (2003): incorporate economic theory by way of a structural
model, allows for modeling of treatment differences across contexts

For meta-analysis and external validity: more examples

• Dehejia, Pop-Eleches, and Samii (2019):
•

Examine Angrist and Evans (1998) effect of having two children of the same sex on
subsequent fertility across ≈ 100 censuses in different countries

•

Country-level covariates are the most important for acheiving external validity

•

Bad news for predictions based on a more typical number of reference contexts (< 10)

• Many others (apologies for omissions): Hotz et al. (2005); Attanasio et al. (2003); Angrist
and Fernández-Val (2013); Angrist and Rokkanen (2015); Cole and Stuart (2010); Stuart,
Cole, Bradshaw, and Leaf (2011); Pearl and Bareinboim (2014); Vivalt (2019); Meager
(2016)

For meta-analysis and external validity: evaluating methods
(Gechter, Samii, Dehejia, and Pop-Eleches (2019))

• Consider a more policy-relevant measure of performance
• The ATE that would be acheived if adopting each method’s policy recommendations
• Policy recommendation: treat individuals with Xic = x if
method-predicted CATE > cost-effectiveness threshold
• Framework can asses all the methods discussed so far
• Application to conditional cash transfer programs
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